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ECLIPSE OF THE CROSS 
CRUCIFIXION PLANETARY ALIGNMENTS  
Death of the Lamb of YHVH 
 
‘From Noon until 3 in the Afternoon Darkness came over all the Land. About 3 in the Afternoon 
Jesus cried out in a Loud Voice, Eli, Eli, Lema Sabachthani? Which means, My GOD, My GOD, 
why have You Forsaken Me?’ –Matthew 27:45-46  
 
The purpose of this study is to show the Astronomical Alignments that happened during 
the Time Jesus was on the Cross of Calvary. The study will assume the following. 
Based on some Evidence and Celestial Patterns, Jesus was Born on September 11, -3 
BC. The next Supposition is that Jesus was 33 years old but was Crucified on Passover, 
April 14, 32 AD. Given this Timeline, it appears that some peculiar Astronomical 
Alignments did occur during the Actual Day of the Crucifixion that this study will 
examine. 
 
Based on prior studies of the Crucifixion, it is established that Golgotha or the Place of 
the Skull that is adjacent to the Garden Tomb was where Jesus was Crucified and the 
Correct Location, in one’s Estimation. This area is just North of the Damascus Gate and 
outside the Ancient City Walls of Jerusalem. The prior studies have established that 
there is a Mathematical Relationship that incorporates the Phi Ratio Factor. 
 
This Factor even Delineates the Degree of Time and Distance, of all things created as 
the Essence and Construct of all Things. Contrary to many HISTORICAL and Artistic 
Renditions of the Crucifixion, based on the work of Ron Wyatt, the Crucifixion Spot was 
between the Skull Façade that makes-up the Pinnacle of Mount Moriah and the Garden 
Tomb. The Crucifixion Spot was not atop the Skull Façade or just any arbitrary place but 
it was against the Rampart that makes-up the Pinnacle of Mount Moriah. 
 
Mathematically, this Spot approximates the Phi Ratio Proportion of the Distances that 
made-up the 3 Points of the Crucifixion Events and Localities that Day. Other Phi Ratio 
Factors will be disclosed regarding the Celestial Alignment that was present during the 
Crucifixion as well. If in fact, it is the case that the actual Crucifixion Date was on 
Passover in April 14, 32 AD, what is unique to the other Contested Dates such as April 
3, 33 AD is that there was a Planetary Alignment juxtaposed to the Cross of Calvary. 
 
This is the case if one renders the Ecliptic to show all the Cardinal Points in the same 
illustrative frame. Many cite the fact that there was a Solar Eclipse on this Date. Not 
True. It  was only a Partial Lunar Eclipse. It was a Partial one, but it occurred in the 
constellation of Libra, which was depicted in Ancient Times as an Altar of Sacrifice. 
However, it is impossible to have both a Solar and Lunar Eclipse on the same 24-Hour 
Cycle or the same Day. On April 14, 32 AD, the Solar Eclipse occurred at Mid-Day. The 
Blood Moon occurred at Mid-Night, as in Egypt which was the 1st Passover 
Commemoration. What are the odds of having the 2 types of Eclipses on April 14, 32 
AD? 
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Passover Alignments 
There had to be another Celestial Body involved and this is what this study suggests. 
This Passover Day Blood Moon was as it 1st occurred in Egypt and when the Hebrews 
were Evacuated or were taken-out as a type of the Rapture. Although the Blood Moon 
occurred at Midnight and in the Constellation of Libra, the Balances or more accurately 
the Altar as it was depicted the Ancient Mazzaroth, was not seen over Israel but 
descended below the Horizon. Pertaining to the Passover Planetary Alignment, if one 
were standing at the Foot of the Cross, facing North as Jesus was facing South. 
 
And looked up at the Sky, the following is what one would have witnessed. This 
Scenario is assuming that from 12 Noon to 3pm, the Total Darkness covering the whole 
Earth was due to a Solar Eclipse. According to the Planetary Software Models, directly 
in line with the Cross of Jesus was a Planetary Alignment of Jupiter with Capella in the 
Constellation of Auriga, the Pierced Shepherd and Polaris, or the North Star in Ursa 
Minor. 
 
If one studies Astronomy to any degree, the Elementary Knowledge will teach one that 
the North Star is from where all other Stars of the Known Universe Revolve. If one 
studies Jewish Eschatology related to Biblical Astronomy, one will realize that Jupiter is 
considered the Planet of the Messiah or the King Planet. The Ancient Jewish Name for 
Jupiter was Melchizedek or the King of Righteousness.  
 
However, as with the Mazzaroth, the attributes of the Planets also have an Antithesis in 
terms of Esoteric and Luciferian meaning as well. As it pertains to Jupiter for example, 
in the Occult World, Jupiter is attributed to the AntiChrist, the Anti-Type of Jesus Christ, 
thus Lucifer, etc. The Star Capella in Auriga the Shepherd means the ‘Pierced One’. 
This Astronomical Depiction is seen as the Horn of Taurus does ‘Pierce’ the Heel of the 
Shepherd Auriga. This speaks Prophetically of the Eternal Struggle and Battle of the 2 
Seeds pitted against each other since in the Garden of Eden by YHVH. 
 
This Disclosure to Mankind was in fact the 1st Biblical Prophecy given to Mankind, 
Genesis 3:15, the Proto-Evangelism or Gospel. What is rather interesting is that Jupiter, 
the King Planet happened to align on this Day with Jesus on the Cross and the Temple 
Mount in direct alignment by the 3pm Hour. It was at the Exact Time Jesus Died and the 
Passover Lamb was Slain. Jesus had been up all Night, after Celebrating the Passover 
with His Disciples in the Upper Room, Jesus was then Arrested and tried 7 Times in the 
Night.  
 
After being sentenced to be Crucified by the Romans at the bequest and insisting on the 
Corrupt Elders of Zion, Jesus was Nailed to a Cross or ‘Tree’ in the midst of 2 other 
Males. The Center-Piece was believed to have been Reserved for the most Vile of 
Offenders of Rome and were made to be an Example. They were Tortured, Naked, and 
Exposed Publicly outside of Jerusalem. In essence, the Gate of Damascus served as 
the ‘Crossroads of Humanity’ as it was the Point in which the Trade Routes of the 
Ancient World and Continents converged.  
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Death of the Seed 
If any Message was to have the Maximum Effect and Dissemination, this would have 
been the Place and Time. During any given Feast of which 3 were required Moedim of 
YHVH such as Passover, the Population of Jerusalem would have swelled-up to 
Hundreds of Thousands. Also consider that the Jews came from the 4 Corners of the 
then known world and spoke many Languages.  
 
What is also interesting about the Jupiter Alignment to the Cross of Christ was that not 
only did it Accent the Crucifixion of the King of the Jews, the King of Righteousness but 
Jupiter was exactly in the midst of the 2 Horns of Taurus. According to the research of 
E.W. Bullinger, the Constellation Taurus represents the ‘Wrath of the Judge’ on one level 
but also the ‘Beast’ that sequestered ‘Eve’ as typified by the Pleiades 7 Stars.  
 
The other unique aspect is Mathematical, in that the Distance at that Time, when Jesus 
Died on the Cross of Calvary was thus in Approximate Phi Ratio from the Distance of 
the actual Cross to the North Star, Polaris to the Star Capella in Auriga and to Jupiter in 
Taurus. Thus the ‘Astronomical Tapestry’ Accented this Section of the Story-Line of the 
Mazzaroth in that Jesus, Died, the King of Righteousness, as the North Star from which 
all Things, Seen and Unseen, Revolve around.  
 
When the Phi Ratio Spiral, from the base of the Cross of Jesus is applied for illustrative 
emphases, and the Spiral’s Fulcrum is set upon Polaris, the North Star, then the 
Terminal Point intersected Jupiter and then ultimately makes a Ley-Lines to the 
Pleiades. Jesus at the Cross was Pierced as the Good Shepherd, Auriga that laid His 
life down for the Sheep, His People Israel but not only those but that of the whole World. 
It was at the Cross of Calvary that Jesus took the full Wrath of the ‘Beast’ Taurus as 
YHVH required to redeem Adam’s Fallen Race, as a Man.  
 
This Cosmological Correspondence is attributed to the Redeemer, Jesus as the Groom, 
Redeeming His Bride, the ‘Pleiades’ bound by the ‘Wrath of YHVH’, and subject to 
Lucifer’s Domain that was, is and is to come, etc. Another interesting Observation about 
this particular Time and Place of Jesus’s Crucifixion, was that the Sun was in the 
constellation of Aries, the Ram-Goat. Nothing would seem Significant about this position 
of the Sun as it is in this House or Sign every Springtime. 
 
However, what was unique on this Day was the following. First, if one took the Angle of 
the Sun to the base of the Cross of Calvary, where Jesus was suspended between 
Earth and Heaven, literally the angle was at a 33° Arc from the Skull Façade. If one also 
took this same Angle and Juxtaposed it Symmetrically from the Skull Façade, the Angle 
directly aligned itself to Saturn in Cancer.  
 
This Arc of Degrees from the Skull Façade also was in Direct Alignment, vertically to the 
Star of Draco, Thuban. This Star is from where the Great Pyramid of Giza has one of 
the Cardinal Shafts aligned to. Furthermore, the Crucifixion Site was at Street Level, 
more or less and in-between the Skull Façade and the Garden Tomb.  
If one looked up just over the Ledge of the rocky Wall, directly in front of the Crucifixion 
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Array of Celestial Bodies 
Spot that had edged on its Ledge the 3 Signs of Jesus’ Offense or ‘Crime’, one would 
see the Constellation Draco, just crest above the Mount Moriah. It is the Literal 
Fulfilment of Genesis 3:15. It was as if Lucifer was ‘Falling’. This Depiction was that of 
Draco in an upside-down depiction as it was sitting behind the Pinnacle of Mount Moriah 
towards the North. This has ECHOES of the ‘Sides of the North’ that Lucifer wanted to 
Elevate his Throne above that of YHVH’s in Heaven. What the Constellation also would 
have shown is the Foot of Hercules ‘Crushing’ the Head of the ‘Dragon Serpent’.  
 
This Celestial Depiction, Accented the Death of the Seeds. First, as Jesus Crushed the 
‘Head’ of the Serpent at the Cross by using the same Instrument, the Power of Sin, 
Death. It was also at the Cross of Calvary that by the same Death of Jesus, Lucifer did 
‘Die’ as well but not before striking at the Heel of the Seed of the Woman. However, 
Jesus, as the Seed of Eve, Resurrected back from the State of Death, being in the 
Ground or the Garden Tomb. 
 
Jesus taught with Parables in that, ‘Except a Seed falls to the Ground and Die, it cannot 
bear Fruit. The Crucifixion of Jesus caused Him to be like that Seed that Died and went 
into the Earth, And it was Watered with His Blood. The Result? Eternal Life and People 
becoming Saved as ‘Fruit’. It also Sealed the Doom and Defeat and ultimate Destruction 
of Lucifer. In Ancient Folklore, that even pre-dates the Creation of Adam and Eve, there 
is said to be the ‘Gods of Atlantis’ on Earth. 
 
Saturn was even considered a ‘Sun’ and associated with the Watchers, as in the Fallen 
Angels and Lucifer, etc. Although all these Astronomical Depictions occurred on this Day 
and Time, normally such Alignments would not have been able to be seen, except for 
the Noon-Day Solar Eclipse. However, the Court Astrologers of the Royal Palaces of the 
then known World Empires would have known, as would the Evil Elders of Zion that had 
usurped the Sanhedrin or the Seat of Moses.  
 
In fact, such a Secret Society within the ranks or the Luciferian Ruling Class ‘Elite’ are 
known as the Sons of Jupiter in fact. As to the Planets during the Day of Jesus’ 
Crucifixion? In all, there were 7 Celestial Bodies present that made-up the array of the 
Signs. It has to do with the Astronomical Storyline of the Mazzaroth. Out of the 7 
Celestial Bodies, 6 can be verified by the latest and amazing Software Models and the 
Ancient Peoples could have only dreamt about using. The 6 Celestial Bodies that 
fanned the Crucifixion Site from the East to West that day were the following. The 7th 
Body was Planet X. 
 
Planet                  In Constellation 
1. Uranus              Leo 
2. Saturn              Cancer  
3. Jupiter                Taurus 
4. (Planet X)?       Aries  
5 .Sun                 Aries  
6. Venus           Cetus 
7. Mercury            Pisces 
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Cosmic Serpent  
Another amazing Observation pertaining to the Array of the Planetary Bodies on the 
supposed Day of Jesus’ Death is how the 7 Bodies on the Ecliptic suggests a ‘Menorah’ 
Pattern. There are 3 Bodies to the Left of Planet X and 3 Bodies to the Right. What this 
study is suggesting is that astonishingly, the Arrangement approximates the order of the 
Solar System with 2 exceptions. It is assumed the Earth is omitted as that is the point of 
reference. The Sun replaced Mars as the Planet and the ‘God of War’. 
 
This would make Theological Sense, as Christ Jesus came to bring Peace and make 
Peace with YHVH. More astonishing, the Atonement of Jesus’ Death as the King of 
Righteousness, as ‘Jupiter’ provides through His Blood Atonement the amazing and 
Divine Aspect to have the Peace of GOD. Notice that Uranus was by Regulus, the Giant 
Blue Star that is known as the Heart of the Lion. 
 
What is also spectacular is that Uranus is in Leo; a very rare Conjunction. Uranus 
means the Heavenlies. Since 32 AD, including the Conjunction of Uranus within Leo, 
there have only been 12 occurrences of such an Alignment. Does the 12 signify the 12 
Tribes of Israel? The Planetary Alignments and those on the Ecliptic at the Time of the 
Crucifixion displays the approximate Spectrum of Visible Light. How so? 
 
The Planet’s Colors are based on their Resonance or Frequency as it then 
approximates the Color of the Rainbow. The Sign of Noah was YHVH’s Promise not to 
ever Destroy the Earth by Water again. But it is the Planet X that takes the Servant 
Stem position, as Jesus did on the Cross of Calvary. This Ecliptic Planetary Array was a 
‘Celestial Rainbow’ in full view.  
 
What this study suggests is that what made this particular Day unique and the Sign of 
Aries stand-out among all the other Passovers consists of 2 Factors. One Factor deals 
with the amazing account that there appeared to be a Total Solar Eclipse for 3 Hours 
during the Crucifixion of Jesus. This occurred according to the Gospel Accounts from 12 
Noon to 3pm. Jesus was placed on the Cross though from 9am to 3pm.  
 
As no ‘Normal’ Solar Eclipse can last Mathematically more than approximately just over 
7 Minutes, there has been much Speculation as to what could have caused this 
Phenomenon. Some Speculate that it was a Miraculous Solar Eclipse, others believe it 
was a ‘Severe Storm’. What is telling according to the Gospel Accounts is that a Great 
Earthquake accompanied this Darkness covered the entire Land, but the entire Globe. It 
has been proven Scientifically that at times, the Planetary Alignment of various Celestial 
Bodies do affect the Gravitational Force Field of Earth.  
 
And this in turn triggers Earthquakes as pressure from the Tectonic Plates shifts. And as 
the Earth’s Core is also heated-up, etc. So, what caused the Eclipse? This study agrees 
with the work of Gil Broussard. His Models strongly suggest that a Heavenly Body 7 
Times the size of Jupiter Eclipsed the Sun during the Crucifixion of Jesus, Planet X or 
more accurately, Nemesis. Broussard proved Mathematically that such a size of a 
Celestial Body would have exactly Eclipsed the Sun for 3 Hours.  
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Thus, if this would have been the case, then there were indeed 7 Celestial Bodies 
spanning the Sky from the East to the West having Planet X, as the Key and Center 
Celestial Body in Direct Alignment, vertically to the Temple Mount, facing West. What 
this then further suggests pictorially, is that such an Array of Celestial Bodies composed 
a ‘Celestial Menorah’ or sorts. This is only to the Degree that the Planets, the 
Constellations and the Stars could have been seen for the 3 Hours of Darkness and 
specific Stars could have noted above the Stratosphere. 
 
This study assumes that it would have been the case. This ‘Celestial Menorah’ would be 
in keeping with the Theological Understanding that Jesus is the Menorah. Jesus was 
and is ‘The Light of the World’. Yet on this Day, the Giant Red Dwarf Sun that consumes 
Light, as a Metaphor for Lucifer, the Red Dragon snuffed-out the Light of the World. On 
Earth below, Jesus, as ‘Jupiter’ corresponded to the one Crucified between 2 Bodies. 
 
As above, Jupiter was Juxtaposed between 2 Male Constellations in the Heavens, that 
of Orion and Auriga. If the Conjecture of the Research, from April 14, 32 AD 
Astronomical Alignments are Valid, then the Phenomenon of Planet X, the Red Dragon, 
Nemesis, etc., does exist. In fact, the Narrative of such a Celestial Motif has been 
Hijacked by the Luciferians. But it belongs to Jesus and He provided the Matrix of such 
a Celestial Correspondence in the LORD’s Prayer. 
 
It states, ‘Your Kingdom come, your will be done, on Earth, as it is in Heaven’. It would 
also Corroborate the many Ancient, Recorded Accounts of such a ‘Red Dragon’ 
Celestial Body approaching Earth that coincided with Worldwide Catastrophes of 
varying Degrees. The Degree to which the Severity of the Flyby’s affected Earth was 
determined by the Angle of Approach, etc. 
 
What is also interesting is that based on this Angle, Planet X was approximately 33 
Degrees from the Earth-Sun Alignment. Given the Scenario that indeed the 3-Hour 
Darkness was attributed to this Type of Solar Eclipse of the Sun by Nemesis, then the 
following can be conjectured based on the Angle and Alignment of the Planets.  
 
If the Earth was seen from a Bird’s Eye View of the Solar System as being the Vertical 
Axis in Alignment with the Sun, then this meant that the Nemesis Heavenly Body was 
in-between the Sun and the Earth. This would have and could only have produced the 
3-Hour Solar Eclipse. Will such an Event Repeat? Will the Reappearance of Nemesis 
be the Variable that will likewise cause the Darkness of the coming Kingdom of the 
AntiChrist due the 6th Seal Judgment? 
 
Also, this means that Nemesis would have been somewhere in the Planetary Orbital 
Planes of Venus and Mercury. Based on current Speculation and from Mathematical 
Models, it is believed that Nemesis, or the Red Dragon is coming from the South in a 
Clockwise Direction. In this possible Model, the Perihelion will be reached behind the 
Sun based on the Solar System Scope Model Software. Lastly, if one was present at the 
3pm Hour when Jesus Died on the Cross of Calvary, what would the Night Sky look 
like?  
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From the Temple Mount, looked directly towards the West just above the Temple Proper, 
the 3pm Sacrifice has finished. The Passover Lamb was being slaughtered in the 
Darkness of the Solar Eclipse. The following would have been depicted in the Stars that 
the Eclipse would have allowed the Throng of the Multitudes to see in the Sky. The 
Planetary Alignment of Mercury, Venus, the Sun and Jupiter would have been at an 
exact Vertical Alignment. Moreover, the Distance from Mercury to Venus and the Sun 
would approximate the Phi Ratio of Distance between each other, which is amazing. 
 
The Constellation just above the Pinnacle of the Temple was Pisces that perhaps 
suggested the Age of the Fish to come, which Encapsulated the Church Age. Next, if 
one drew a Line from the Holy of Holies to the Star Capella in Auriga, the 'Pierced 
Shepherd' and Symmetrically juxtaposed it, the corresponding Star was Alnitak. 
 
This is the largest of the 3 Stars of the Belt of Orion and the Star that is always 
corresponding to the Great Pyramid of Giza. As with the Physical Crucifixion, Jesus was 
placed in-between 2 other Males, corresponding to Orion and Auriga. There are several 
layers of Biblical Significance as in 1 aspect, such as the duality and 2 Missions of 
Jesus. The 1st being the Suffering Servant, Messiah-ben-Joseph, Auriga.  
 
The 2nd one, that of Orion, foretells the Messiah’s 2nd Coming as the Conquering 
Warrior, Messiah-ben-David. That Mission will be to establish the Eternal Kingdom on 
Earth, as it is in Heaven. This Angle was approximately 72 Degrees which Echoes the 
Degree of Precession of the Equinox and other Sacred Numerical Association with 
Hidden Knowledge.  
 
Specific to Israel, the Elders of Zion were 70 plus Moses and Aaron; the Sanhedrin of 
72 Elders, etc. What is very Prominent is that the Sun was directly Aligned at that Hour 
Jesus Died as the ‘Lamb of YHVH’, just to the North at the very same Hour. To reiterate, 
as Jupiter was in-between the Horns of Taurus, that in itself in many other Astronomical 
Renditions suggests a ‘Menorah’ type of Prophetic Motif.  
 
From the Torah, the Menorah was a Facsimile of an Almond Tree, thus Jupiter 
suspended in-between the Horns of Taurus signified the King of Righteousness, pierced 
or ‘Nailed’ to the ‘Tree’; even so, the Cross of Calvary. However, a more prominent 
depiction of the Crucifixion, Astronomically is that those that knew how to read the 
Celestial Markers as the Elders did so too of the Sign placed for Jesus that became a 
Cypher, YHVH. 
 
They knew that YHVH set the Sun, Moon, and the Stars for Times, Seasons and Signs. 
It would have been evident that on that Day, that it could have been like the Wise Men 
of Persia that could have correlated all the Astronomical Alignment to be seen in the 
Middle of the Day, even due to the Eclipse. It would be the Sign that the King of 
Righteousness, the Redeemer that had come would be ‘Pierced’ as a Shepherd to Die 
for the Sheep. That the Dragon came to take on the ‘Knight’ but instead the Hero 
Crushed the Head of the Dragon, and although the Shepherd King would Die, He would 
be raised back to Life.  
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Astronomically, this Crucifixion would ‘Liberate’ the ‘Chained Woman’, Andromeda and 
the Fish, Pisces that were bound by Cetus, the Sea Monster, Leviathan, i.e., Lucifer. As 
the Church Age closes, will there be such Astronomical Alignments leading-up to the 
Rapture of the Bride of Christ? Since the 1st Pentecost, the Church Body, the Bride of 
Christ specifically, has been in a State of Humiliation and Persecution. 
  
Perhaps based on the Feast of YHVH and the Menorah pattern, if Jesus was indeed 
Born on the Feast of Trumpets or Rosh HaShanah, perhaps that is when He will return. 
The present ‘Pentecostal Feast’ Interim is just about over. It will conclude with the 
Rapture of the Bride of Christ. Thus, if the Indwelling of the Holy Spirit began at 
Pentecost, many speculate that the Church Age will end on one. 
 
However it is the Pentecost in the Summer, of Acts 2. This study strongly would argue 
though, that the Church Age cannot crossover into the last 70th Week of Years to 
complete Daniel’s Prophecy. And that the Matthew 24 Passage is addressed to Israel, 
the Covenant of Abraham’s Physical Seed and Descendants, not the Spiritual Body of 
Christ Jesus. There is a unique condition of a Mysterious Dichotomy, primarily due to 
the Nation of Israel being reconstituted since 1948. 
 
The question is, when will Nemesis come around again as it possibly did during the 
Crucifixion of Jesus and caused the Eclipse of the Cross? Many are convinced it is 
already on its way. With the Heating-Up of the Inner Cores not only of Earth but the 
entire Solar System Planets. Thus, the alarming rise in Earthquakes, Asteroids, Extreme 
Weather, and Volcanoes, etc. 
________________________ 
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